Diageo & Imperial Logistics
Value-based partnership - a duet of collaboration and constructive conflict
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Agenda
• Introduction to Diageo
– History of Diageo in SA market & Brandhouse Joint Venture

• The new reality: Meeting Diageo’s logistical challenges
– The Brandhouse unbundling
– Requirement for different logistics approach

• Imperial Logistics – An alternate approach to Diageo
• Engagement and shared value principles

• Key Aspects of the solution
• Key Outcomes
• Lessons Learnt
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DIAGEO IS THE WORLD’S LEADING
PREMIUM DRINKS COMPANY WITH OVER
200 BRANDS SOLD IN 180 COUNTRIES
• The South African Context:
– Long history; Johnnie Walker has
been in SA since 1890!
– Brandhouse established in 2004 as a
JV between Diageo, Heineken and
Namibian Breweries

• South Africa is Diageo’s 5th largest
spirits market by volume.
• Despite the significant growth over the
past ten years, the potential to further
penetrate the main market remains.
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The new reality: Meeting Diageo’s logistical challenges
– Brandhouse JV ended in 2016
•
•
•
•
•

Challenges in service levels and inventory management
Operational reliability lacking
Ineffective reporting and control
Limited visibility in the supply chain
Cost transparency and commercial integration was limited

– Diageo’s supply chain required a step change…..

Traditional Logistics
Engagement

Collaborative Logistics
Partnership

• Reactive
• Costly – non optimal
• Lack of visibility
• Service failures

• Ensures relentless focus on cost
and service levels
• Creates a different level of
visibility and ability to improve
• Sustainable!
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Imperial Logistics: An alternate approach to Diageo
Adapting and innovating to drive client competitiveness:
Imperial Logistics provides customised outsourced logistics solutions that ensure the
relevance and competitiveness of our clients in the markets in which we operate.
Established capabilities in
transportation, warehousing
and distribution
management

A critical focus on the
Consumer Packaged
Goods sector.

Expertise and experience to enable an integrated valueadd logistics, supply chain management and route-tomarket solution.
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Partnership Cornerstones
•

Key Objective  Partnering to step change service levels and operational reliability; and
reduce warehousing and distribution costs by 20% p.a. within two years to ensure Diageo’s
relevance and competitiveness in the market

Commercial
partnership built on
shared investment
and therefore share
in the upside

Daily operational
alignment on
service
performance

Rate card enabling
decision making
and continuous
improvement
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Forward planning to
alleviate peak and
promotional
planning

Partnership & Solution Detail
Service & Cost Focused

Transport &
Warehousing
• Warehousing facilities and
operations
• Secondary transport
execution
• Optimised Transport
routing, scheduling and
execution management

Alternate Commercial
Model
•

•
•

Continuous Improvement

Imperial/Resolve
remuneration linked to
shared cost savings and
service improvements
Drives right behavior on
both sides
Impacts Imperial revenue,
but ensures sustainable,
long-term engagement

•
•
•

Tactical Continuous
Improvement projects.
Based on gain share
principles
Relevant KPIs to be
measured

Enhanced Analytics

•

•
•

Enhanced reporting,
showing profitability per
region, customer, product,
delivery size etc.
Cost-to-Serve Analytics
Ability to identify and
track improvement
initiatives

Shared Benefits
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A continuous Improvement agenda to reduce costs, and drive
the shared value approach
Short term revenue impact on Imperial, but long term partnership gain!!

Approach

•
•

Mobilise a dedicated Continuous Improvement team and program
Actively drive the program through the phases to completion

Understand
the base

•
•
•
•

Agree and set a Continuous Improvement target
Agree and sign-off baseline of current costs
Define and agree benefits saving principles and methodology
Define and agree value partnership

Build and
refuel the
pipeline

•
•
•
•

Opportunity identification and quantification
Leverage Imperial group capabilities, techniques and toolkits
Enable Operational Improvement feedback loop (KPI & operational reviews)
Drive the initiatives through the Continuous Improvement stages

•
•
•

Establish joint-teaming approach
Establish governance structures
Formally measure and track initiatives against expected and realized
benefits

Govern and
measure
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Performance Framework
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Cost-to-Serve visibility

Deep analytical insight on
cost per drop or customer,
and then a partnered
approach to address
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Key Outcomes
Significant distribution
cost savings  >20%

Service levels improved
substantially through joint
ops planning

The Imperial Diageo
partnership was recently
extended

Late deliveries reduced to a
non-event

Commercial integration to
enhance profitability

Full Cost & Operational
visibility allowed for
detailed partnership
performance tracking
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Lessons Learnt
Value of partnership lies in collective investment and benefit sharing driven
by jointly pursued improvement initiatives
Requires maturity to be open about sharing gains, costs and impacts for the benefit
of the partnership. Sometimes painful but results speak for themselves.

Intensive collaboration through structured and frequent KPI engagements
grow relationships, understanding and improvement
Baseline methodology is key for improvement as it provides structure for
measuring gains. Analytics then provide basis for identification of problem
areas and measuring gains
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Thank you!
Questions
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